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1 Introduction

This vignette presents the OncoSimulR package. OncoSimulR allows you to simulate tumor progression
using several models of tumor progression. In these simulations you can restrict the order in which mutations
can accumulate. For instance, you can restrict the allowed order as specified, for instance, in Oncogenetic
Tree (OT; [1, 2]) or Conjunctive Bayesian Network (CBN; [3, 4, 5]) models. Moreover, you can add
passenger mutations to the simulations. The models so far implemented are all continuous time models,
which are simulated using the BNB algorithm of Mather et al. [6]. This is a summary of some of the key
features:

� You can pass arbitrary restrictions as specified by OTs or CBNs.
� You can add passenger mutations.
� You can allow for deviations from the OT and CBN models, specifying a penalty for such deviations

(the sh parameter).
� Right now, three different models are available, two that lead to exponential growth, one of them

loosely based on Bozic et al. [7], and another that leads to logistic-like growth, based on McFarland
et al. [8].

� Simulations are generally very fast as I use the BNB algorithm implemented in C++.
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Further details about the motivation for wanting to simulate data this way can be found in [9], where
additional comments about model parameters and caveats are discussed. The Java program by [10] offers
somewhat similar functionality, but they are restricted to at most four drivers, you cannot use arbitrary
CBNs or OTs to specify order restrictions, there is no allowance for passengers, and a single type of model
(a discrete time Galton-Watson process) is implemented.

Using this package will often involve the following steps:

1. Specify the restrictions in the order of mutations: section 2.
2. Simulate cancer progression: section 3. You can simulate for a single subject or for a set of subjects.

You will need to
� Decide on a model (e.g., Bozic or McFarland).
� Specify the parameters of the model.

Of course, at least for initial playing around, you can use the defaults.
3. Sample from the simulated data: section 4, and do something with those simulated data (e.g., fit an

OT model to them). What you do with the data, however, is outside the scope of this package.

Before anything else, let us load the package. We also explicitly load graph for the vignette to work (you
do not need that for your usual interactive work).

library(OncoSimulR)

library(graph)

2 Specifying restrictions: posets

How to specify the restrictions is shown in the help for poset. It is often useful, to make sure you did not
make any mistakes, to plot the poset. This is from the examples:

## Node 2 and 3 depend on 1, and 4 depends on no one

p1 <- cbind(c(1, 1, 0), c(2, 3, 4))

plotPoset(p1, addroot = TRUE)

Root

1

2 3

4

## A simple way to create a poset where no gene (in a set of 15) depends

## on any other.

p4 <- cbind(0, 15)

plotPoset(p4, addroot = TRUE)

http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/graph.html
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Root

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Specifying posets is actually straightforward. For instance, we can specify the pancreatic cancer poset in
Gerstung et al. [5] (their figure 2B, left). We specify the poset using numbers, but for nicer plotting we
will use names (KRAS is 1, SMAD4 is 2, etc). This example is also in the help for poset:

pancreaticCancerPoset <- cbind(c(1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 5),

c(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7))

plotPoset(pancreaticCancerPoset,

names = c("KRAS", "SMAD4", "CDNK2A", "TP53",

"MLL3","PXDN", "TGFBR2"))

KRAS

SMAD4 CDNK2A TP53 MLL3

PXDN TGFBR2

3 Simulating cancer progression

We can simulate the progression in a single subject. Using an example very similar to the one in the help:

## use poset p1101

data(examplePosets)

p1101 <- examplePosets[["p1101"]]

## Bozic Model
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b1 <- oncoSimulIndiv(p1101, keepEvery = 15)

summary(b1)

## NumClones TotalPopSize LargestClone MaxNumDrivers

## 1 549 100232734 35039260 4

## MaxDriversLast NumDriversLargestPop TotalPresentDrivers

## 1 4 1 7

## FinalTime NumIter HittedWallTime errorMF

## 1 507 25902 FALSE NA

## OccurringDrivers

## 1 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10

The first thing we do is make it simpler (for future examples) to use a set of restrictions. In this case,
those encoded in poset p1101. Then, we run the simulations and look at a simple summary and a plot.

If you want to plot the trajectories, it is better to keep more frequent samples, so you can see when clones
appear:

b2 <- oncoSimulIndiv(p1101, keepEvery = 1)

summary(b2)

## NumClones TotalPopSize LargestClone MaxNumDrivers

## 1 530 89031874 39064330 4

## MaxDriversLast NumDriversLargestPop TotalPresentDrivers

## 1 4 1 9

## FinalTime NumIter HittedWallTime errorMF

## 1 184 24320 FALSE NA

## OccurringDrivers

## 1 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

plot(b2)
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The following is an example where we do not care about passengers, but we want to use a different graph,
and we want a few more drivers before considering cancer has been reached. And we allow it to run for
longer. Note that in the McF model detectionSize really plays no role. Note also how we pass the poset:
it is the same as before, but now we directly access the poset in the list of posets.

m2 <- oncoSimulIndiv(examplePosets[["p1101"]], model = "McFL",

numPassengers = 0, detectionDrivers = 10,

mu = 5e-7, initSize = 4000,

sampleEvery = 0.025,

finalTime = 25000, keepEvery = 5,

detectionSize = 1e6)

plot(m2, addtot = TRUE, log = "")
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The default is to simulate progression until a simulation reaches cancer (i.e., only simulations that satisfy
the detectionDrivers or the detectionSize will be returned). If you use the McF model with large enough
initSize this will often be the case but not if you use very small initSize. Likewise, most of the Bozic
runs do not reach cancer. Lets try a few:

b3 <- oncoSimulIndiv(p1101, onlyCancer = FALSE)

summary(b3)

## NumClones TotalPopSize LargestClone MaxNumDrivers

## 1 3 0 0 0

## MaxDriversLast NumDriversLargestPop TotalPresentDrivers

## 1 0 0 0

## FinalTime NumIter HittedWallTime errorMF OccurringDrivers

## 1 274 277 FALSE NA NA

b4 <- oncoSimulIndiv(p1101, onlyCancer = FALSE)

summary(b4)
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## NumClones TotalPopSize LargestClone MaxNumDrivers

## 1 36 5985 4571 1

## MaxDriversLast NumDriversLargestPop TotalPresentDrivers

## 1 1 0 2

## FinalTime NumIter HittedWallTime errorMF OccurringDrivers

## 1 2281.25 2619 FALSE NA 1, 7

Plot those runs:

par(mfrow = c(1, 2))

par(cex = 0.8) ## smaller font

plot(b3)

plot(b4)
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3.1 Simulating progression in several subjects

To simulate the progression in a bunch of subjects (we will use only four, so as not to fill the vignette with
plots) we can do, with the same settings as above:

p1 <- oncoSimulPop(4, p1101)

par(mfrow = c(2, 2))

plot(p1)
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4 Sampling from a set of simulated subjects

You will often want to do something with the simulated data. For instance, sample the simulated data.
Here we will obtain the trajectories for 100 subjects in a scenario without passengers. Then we will sample
with the default options and store that as a vector of genotypes (or a matrix of subjects by genes):

m1 <- oncoSimulPop(100, examplePosets[["p1101"]],

numPassengers = 0)

The function samplePop samples that object, and also gives you some information about the output:

genotypes <- samplePop(m1)

##

## Subjects by Genes matrix of 100 subjects and 11 genes:
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What can you do with it? That is up to you. As an example, let us try to infer an oncogenetic tree (and
plot it) using the Oncotree package [11] after getting a quick look at the marginal frequencies of events:

colSums(genotypes)/nrow(genotypes)

## G.1 G.2 G.3 G.4 G.5 G.6 G.7 G.8 G.9 G.10 G.11

## 0.46 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00

require(Oncotree)

## Loading required package: Oncotree

## Loading required package: boot

ot1 <- oncotree.fit(genotypes)

## The following events had no observed occurances,so they will not be included in the construction of the tree:

## G.2 G.4 G.5 G.6 G.8 G.10 G.11

plot(ot1)

Root

G.1 G.7

G.3 G.9

Your run will likely differ from mine, but with the defaults (detection size of 108) it is likely that events
down the tree will never appear. You can set detectionSize = 1e9 and you will see that events down
the tree are now found in the cross-sectional sample.

Alternatively, you can use single cell sampling and that, sometimes, recovers one or a couple more events.

genotypesSC <- samplePop(m1, typeSample = "single")

##

## Subjects by Genes matrix of 100 subjects and 11 genes:

colSums(genotypesSC)/nrow(genotypesSC)

## G.1 G.2 G.3 G.4 G.5 G.6 G.7 G.8 G.9 G.10 G.11

## 0.61 0.08 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.66 0.17 0.17 0.00 0.00

http://cran.fhcrc.org/web/packages/Oncotree/index.html
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ot2 <- oncotree.fit(genotypesSC)

## The following events had no observed occurances,so they will not be included in the construction of the tree:

## G.4 G.5 G.10 G.11

plot(ot2)

Root

G.1 G.7

G.2 G.3 G.8 G.9

G.6

You can of course rename the columns of the output matrix to something else if you want so the names
of the nodes will reflect those potentially more meaningful names.

5 Session info and packages used

This is the information about the version of R and packages used:

sessionInfo()

## R version 3.1.1 Patched (2014-09-25 r66681)

## Platform: x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu (64-bit)

##

## locale:

## [1] LC_CTYPE=en_US.UTF-8 LC_NUMERIC=C

## [3] LC_TIME=en_US.UTF-8 LC_COLLATE=C

## [5] LC_MONETARY=en_US.UTF-8 LC_MESSAGES=en_US.UTF-8

## [7] LC_PAPER=en_US.UTF-8 LC_NAME=C

## [9] LC_ADDRESS=C LC_TELEPHONE=C

## [11] LC_MEASUREMENT=en_US.UTF-8 LC_IDENTIFICATION=C

##

## attached base packages:

## [1] stats graphics grDevices utils datasets

## [6] methods base
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##

## other attached packages:

## [1] Oncotree_0.3.3 boot_1.3-13 graph_1.44.0

## [4] OncoSimulR_1.0.0 knitr_1.7

##

## loaded via a namespace (and not attached):

## [1] BiocGenerics_0.12.0 BiocStyle_1.4.0

## [3] Rcpp_0.11.3 Rgraphviz_2.10.0

## [5] chron_2.3-45 data.table_1.9.4

## [7] evaluate_0.5.5 formatR_1.0

## [9] grid_3.1.1 highr_0.3

## [11] parallel_3.1.1 plyr_1.8.1

## [13] reshape2_1.4 stats4_3.1.1

## [15] stringr_0.6.2 tools_3.1.1
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